
 
 
 

Diepenbeek, March ‘07 
 
 

NEWSLETTER - NEWSLETTER - NEWSLETTER 
 
 
Dear A²B²D members, dear students, 
 
Known as the Venice of the North, Bruges is one of the most beautiful cities in 
Europe.  It was a justified motive that prompted UNESCO in 2000 to include the 
entire historical city centre on the World Heritage list.  Walking along the maze of 
winding cobbled alleys and romantic canals, you imagine yourself to be in medieval 
times.  The wealth of museums is a striking image of this city's stirring history.  
A²B²D goes to Bruges on 21 April, find out more in this newsletter! 
 
What’s the largest African country surrounded only by land?  Who was the original 
band singing ‘Another Brick in the Wall?’  These were two of the questions posed at 
our Easter quiz.  Six teams of, on average, four persons competed to win some 
fantastic prizes, but even more than that, the winners earned the title ‘smartest team of 
the world,’ at least for the coming year… If you missed it, be sure to attend next 
year’s quiz! 
 
And yes, although the Belgian soccer team got blown away by Portugal, there is still 
hope.  The yearly confrontation of the Censtatisticians with the soccer legends from 
Applied and Biostatistics resulted in a second place for the Censtatisticians before 
Applied Statistics and after the undisputed champion: Biostatistics.  Congratulations 
to all! 
 
Get your pen and your agenda, and mark the 29th of June for A²B²D’s annual BBQ, 
the climax of the year!  Further announcements will follow!  Be sure to blend in and 
wear your A²B²D T-shirt, still available from the board members for only 12 euros, 
and experience having coffee to digest the BBQ with the ‘CenStat’-mugs, an 
exceptional aromatic experience for only 5 euros! 
 
Not all good news though, a few weeks ago, Chiara Forcheh, our fellow student 
suffered a nasty tumbling causing her to loose sight in one of her eyes.  At this 
moment she is slowly recovering supported mainly by her fellow students.  To pay for 
her expenses, a group of enthusiastic students and personnel joined efforts to raise 
money for her.  Among other things: apples, waffles, pancakes and candles will be 
sold to support Chiara.  A first occasion to buy these products has passed but there 
will be more, including salsa and African dance classes for only 2 euros a session.  
We wish Chiara all the best and hope that you are willing to contribute to her 
recovery. 
 
Niel Hens  
Your President 

Alumni Applied, Biostatistics and Bioinformatics 
Diepenbeek (A²B²D) 
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Did you know ……… 
 

 

� That a football mini-tournament was held last March 23rd at 

Fitlink?  Applied Statistics students, Biostatistics students and 

Censtat staff battled it out against each other for the glory of the 

“cup.”  To know more about the games, read further.  

 

 

� That A2B2D held an Easter Quiz last March 28?  Six teams 

competed in a tough 8-round contest featuring questions on general 

knowledge, trivia, music, films, etc.  Read more about the quiz in 

this issue. 

 

 

� That we will go snowboarding once again at Snowworld in the 

Netherlands on April 10?  More details about this activity are 

provided in the Activities section. 

 

 

� That this year’s city trip will now be to Bruge?  It will be a 1-day 

trip on April 21.  The deadline for subscription is April 12 .  See the 

Activities section for more information. 

 

 

� That this year’s Annual BBQ has been set for June 29?  Keep this 

date free as we promise an evening of good food and great fun.  

Read more about this in our Activities section. 

 

 

� The CenStat T-Shirt is now available?  The shirt features the 

CenStat logo and “Ten Reasons to Be a Statistician.”  Hurry and 

get your shirt at room H10 while stocks are still available.  CenStat 

“limited edition” coffee mugs are also now available!!! 
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La Copa de CenStat: 
CenStat Soccer Tournament 

by Kizito Jeffery Damba 
 
 

Every end of March, as usual, we have a CENSTAT 

tournament in which the professors and doctors take on 

the students.  Usually much noise is made in the corridors before the tournament – 

about how skilled the Profs and drs are – but for us students, it is in our blood.  It is 

usually fun because we not only seize a 

chance to make jokes of our profs, take 

hard shots to them, but we too can also 

judge their extra-curricular abilities.  They 

judge us in class (hypothetically) when we 

are nervous; we judge them on field when 

our minds are at peace.  It is unfair 

because they are not graded, but hey who 

doesn’t want pride in community.  I was 

looking forward to seeing a classic match with the likes of Prof. Janssen, Marc Aerts, 

Ziv, to mention a few, but again this year I missed them.  Men, when are we going to 

watch the professionals tussle out?  Not to mention the hangover of the Geert-and-

Geert dose, I need to see a striking force 

too.  Anyway, as I introduced, there was 

much hype before the game among the 

three teams: CENSTATISTICIANS, 

BIOSTATISTICIANS & APPLIED 

STATISTICIANS.  I was particularly 

amazed by the support as most of teams’ 

fans were complaining about the fouls and 

cheating, but the referee handled the game 

with no bias at all.  

 

At 1405hrs, the game between BIOSTAT and CENSTAT kicked off, with the 

BIOSTAT team winning 2-0, with all goals scored by Ricky.  I didn’t know dr. 

Herbert was an excellent goalkeeper, as he managed to save most of the shots at his 

Referee Jeff makes some tough 
calls during the matches. 

Fans eagerly watch the games. 
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goal, though two managed to dodge him.  The BIOSTATISTICIANS were on fire as 

they wanted to prove a point, but with the good defence of CENSTAT, they only 

managed to allow in two goals.  It was fun 

because only for the first game were players 

panting.  In the second game, BIO walloped 

APPLIED, with a final score of 3-0 (BIO 

goals scored by players Ricky, Nana and 

Karanja).  According to the Statistics 

Football Association (STATFA), the results 

of the games played on that day are: 

 

Team Played Won Lost Draw Points 
BioStat 4 4 0 0 12 
CenStat 4 2 2 0 6 
AppliedStat 4 0 4 0 0 

 

The joint top scorers were Ricky and Abel (4 goals apiece) as they showed the most 

skills in front of the goal.  I was impressed by the “danger man” Karanja, who was 

sharp for the minutes he played.  Thanks to the morale boosters, some guys did 

outplay themselves.  The APPLIED team was not satisfied because they lost all their 

games and said their team was not at full strength.  They are 

requesting a rematch and I hope that if they forward their 

complaints to STATFA, maybe they can be listened to.  

CENSTAT were complaining of so many Profs’ retirements.  The 

champions of this semester were the BIOSTATISTICIANS, who 

won all their games.  To sum it all it was fun to watch members of 

staff playing with students.  I liked it and I hope the spirit 

continues.  I am waiting for the next exhibition game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CENSTAT keeper, Herbert, 
carefully watches his goal. 

APPLIED vs. BIOSTAT CENSTAT vs. BIOSTAT 
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World Evening 2007 
 

 

As promised in our last issue, here are some pictures from 

last month’s celebration of “World Evening.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evening started with a sampling of appetizers from various parts of the 

world, e.g., China (left), Columbia (right), and, of course, Belgium (below). 

That’s our current president, Niel, sampling some 
appetizers from one of our past presidents, Saskia! 

Among the workshops during the evening were Japanese paper folding, origami (left), 

hair braiding (middle), and mask making (right). 
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Host for the evening’s program was our very own Dickson (left), while 

intermission numbers between presentations were courtesy of a band 
with a mixture of Belgian and African students (right). 

And what’s a World Evening without dancing???  Some African students do a 
“masked dance” (left), while other students learn to do a Belgian folk dance (right). 

Some students provided slide presentations about their home country, 
e.g., the Belgian group (left) and the Chinese contingent (right). 

Judging from the turnout of guests and participants alike, 
World Evening 2007 once again proved to be a huge success. 
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Easter Quiz 

by Leen Slaets  
 

 

On Wednesday March 28, six teams competed in the hopes of winning the 2nd edition 

of the famous A²B²D Easter quiz (previously held during the 2005 Christmas party).  

With nothing at stake and lots of staggering prizes to win, the motivation was strong 

within the teams, promising a thrilling battle.  When having experienced oral exams at 

the UHasselt, no other amount of tension is really more impressive, and luckily, the 

evening proceeded in a very civilized way. 

 

“Rent A Quizmaster” sent a certain Dirk to host the event and shoot the questions.  

Tina and Liesbeth formed the jury for the occasion.  Some of the 

questions, such as the Google Earth round, were a piece of cake for the 

international teams.  Others proved to be quite a struggle.  But, being 

statisticians we are well trained for dealing with uncertainties.  This, in 

particular, paid off for “the A-team,” who came up with the most 

creative answers.  Therefore, they earned the “originality prize” – a nice 

Belgian “goodie basket” containing various beers.  The prize itself 

could be more original though, more worthy of its owners ;).  

 

Finally a winner needed to be announced, which turned out to be the only problem in 

the otherwise flawless event.  But better late than never, the final scores were as 

follows: 

TEAM Round 1 Round 2 Total Score RANK 

Alfan 34 24 58 6 
Asukun 44 29 73 4 
I Have 50 Cents 46 37 88 1 
Sound of Sunset 38 42 80 3 
The A-Team 35 30 65 5 
Zefan’s Harem 41 43 84 2 

 

Thus, the one and only winner of the quiz is the “I Have 50 Cents” team.  

It should be clear that we had a very pleasant evening and we’d therefore 

like to thank all who organized the event: Dirk and Philippe! 
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Think you can do better than our winner?  Try out some of 

the Easter Quiz questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

LOGOS:  Do you recognize the following?  Name the brand/company 

represented by each of these logos. 
 

 

 

 

 

SPORTS:  Which Brazilian forward, nicknamed “El Gordo,” which means 

something like “Fatso,” recently transferred from Real Madrid to AC 

Milan? 

 

ALCOHOL:  Who drinks his Martini “shaken, not stirred”?  

 

TRIVIA:  What is the name of the 14,763 km² large national park in the 

northwest of Tanzania?  

 

WHO AM I? 

 

I was born Mayna Sklodowska in 1867 in Poland.  Along with my 

husband, I focused scientific research on radioactivity and discovered 

radium.  I was also awarded the Nobel Prize for chemistry.  Who am I?   

 

I was sentenced in 1964 to a life jail term for being an active member 

of the outlawed ANC in South Africa.  I was released from prison in 1990 

and in 1994 became the first Black President of South Africa.  Who am 

I? 

 

My nationality is Portuguese although I sailed for Spain.  I won fame for 

being the first sailor to circumnavigate the globe; however, I actually 

made it more than halfway before being killed in a battle with natives 

in the Philippines.  Who am I?   
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Activities 
 
City Trip 
 
On April 21, A2B2D is organizing a 1-day trip to Bruge.  The deadline for subscription 
is on April 12 (no further extensions), and we urge you to please register immediately 
if you are interested.  The subscription fee is tentatively about €18, which is inclusive 
of the train ticket (to and from Diepenbeek/Hasselt), a guided tour of the city, and a 
free drink.  You may subscribe with Liesbeth Bruckers (room D5) or with Dirk 
Valkenborg (room H10).  We shall be e-mailing the specific details for the trip in the 
coming weeks. 
 

BrugesBrugesBrugesBruges (called BruggeBruggeBruggeBrugge by its native Dutch language name which assumedly used to 
signify landing stage or port) is the capital and largest city of the province of West 
Flanders in the Flemish Region of Belgium.  It is one of Europe's most important 
landmarks as the city centre has hardly changed since the Middle Ages.  The historic 
city of Bruges proper is considered one of the most beautiful in Europe. 

 
Snowboarding 
 
On April 10th at 6 p.m., A2B2D goes snowboarding once again.  We will go back to 
Snowworld at Landgraaf (Netherlands), which is one of the biggest indoor ski-pistes of 
this region.  If you are interested in joining, you need to register immediately by 
sending an email to our entertainment crew.  The subscription fee is €21.50, which is 
inclusive of transportation costs, entrance fee for 4 hours and equipment rental.   
 
Annual BBQ 
 
On June 29th, A2B2D is throwing its annual barbecue.  What better way is there to 
celebrate the end of classes and the (hopefully) nice weather than with an outdoor 
party with great food and drinks.  Other details are still being worked out but we will 
keep you posted by email.  For now, mark the date – June 29th – on your calendars! 
 
Soccer Games 
 
As part of the A2B2D sporting activities, it has become a tradition that Applied and 
Biostatistics students take time off every Friday afternoon for a football match.  This 
weekly event takes place in Fitlink sports centre from 6-7 p.m. every Friday.  This is 
expected to be an interesting and particularly relaxing atmosphere.  And for free, you 
become physically fit.  Practical arrangements may be obtained from Arthur 
Kangombe, one of the Biostatistics students currently responsible for arranging games.  
Hope to see you there! 
 
 
 
Informal Activities 
 
Students who would like to organize an activity, such as ice-skating, a movie etc. 
please feel free to contact Dirk and/or Philippe.  They will be happy to arrange the 
necessary equipment.  Ideas for other kinds of events are welcome too. 
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A²B²D Collectors’ Items 
 
 
 

CenStat T-Shirts 
 
 
The newly printed Censtat T-Shirts with the 

CenStat logo and “Ten Reasons to Be a 

Statistician” are now available.  For a very 

cheap price of €12, you can avail of a high-

quality tee, and, not to mention, a nice 

souvenir from your days at UHasselt.  You 

can purchase your t-shirt at room H10. 

 

 

CenStat Mugs 
 

Guess who? 

I can give you warmth, I'm round and I have 

one ear (that gets pulled a lot).  Yep, I'm the 

A²B²D coffee mug.  You can use me to drink 

something, to show off with the nice 

"CENSTAT" logo on my belly, or just as a 

souvenir of your nice stay in Belgium.  And 

this for only €5.  So, if you want to buy me, 

please hurry to any A²B²D board member, I 

will be waiting for you too. 

 


